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Abstract
Organizations large and small produce a product or provide a service for a multitude of
reasons. Some may produce clothing apparel while others produce automobiles, yet others
provide a service in healthcare. No matter how different the products or services are, there is a
common goal of all creditable businesses; to increase profits while reducing waste. Lean
Manufacturing sets the groundwork for improving efficiencies throughout all aspects of the
organization. From the value stream to the end customer. If designs, processes and technologies
are not as lean as allowable within operating parameters, there will be potential waste involved
with the product, thus reducing profit margins. Lean manufacturing has led to many valuable
breakthroughs in the product and service technologies by focusing on the core processes and
personnel involved with each portion throughout the creation of the product. In addition to
optimizing production, cultural changes have taken place and quality improvements have been
established providing many organizations with a superior work environment and competitive
advantage.

Key terms: The Toyota Way, Toyota Production System, Lean Manufacturing, Culture, Quality
Control, Kan-Ban, Kaizen, Continuous Improvement, Total Productive Maintenance (TPM),
Value Stream Mapping, Six Sigma,5S
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Methodologies
This study is conducted highlighting the importance of Lean Manufacturing and the
valuable achievements that will be maintained if practiced properly. Additional information will
be provided on key aspects of lean manufacturing relating to its foundations and core concepts,
including the TPS (Toyota Production System). A focus will be conducted to establish various
methods which are practiced within organizations that have lean manufacturing advantages as
well as research of an unlike organization that failed by not implementing such practices
properly. These methods will be broken out to provide a specific understanding of the
preparation as well as its capability in producing efficiency gains. The widespread nature of lean
manufacturing will be realized while an emphasis is placed on cultural behavior and required a
change of management for success. The importance and diligence required to maintain an
environment of continuous improvement will conclude the report. A clear understanding and
effectiveness of lean manufacturing’s superiority will be justified and supported throughout the
paper's entirety.
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Relevance of Literature to Field of Study: Manufacturing Systems
Lean manufacturing is a methodology of specific principles whose sole purpose is to
reduce waste, improve products and processes, enhance quality and generate an environment of
continuous improvement. Within manufacturing and service-based organizations, it is critical to
reduce any non-value-added practice, with the sole purpose of process advancements and
satisfying both internal and external customer needs. Lean manufacturing as it relates to
manufacturing systems, is the primary exercise in industry to drive the significant waste
reductions out of an organization. Manufacturing systems, for over a century, have been
stabilized by correctly and methodologically executing these improvement efforts. It is through
the culture of organizations and dedication of the employees, with proper training, that enhance
and reveal the plentiful benefits of lean manufacturing’s superior production tactics.
Throughout the entirety of this paper evidence will highlight lean manufacturing’s
importance and why it preserves to be so very vital to myself and my field of study within
Manufacturing Systems by discussion of exceptional techniques. Systems excellence through
methods and various practices are key contributors to the content of manufacturing systems. It is
by way of building robust, economically viable and safe systems that power the world and
deliver the products and processes required for a functional society that humankind has grown
accustomed to. Lean manufacturing is an exquisite practice formulated by the most notable
manufacturing gurus throughout history, formulating what could be the primary focus itself of a
true manufacturing systems professional. Understanding and studying each of these practices
will be a continual improvement opportunity for those who select to become well-rounded with
vigorous and enhanced skills in the fast-paced environment of manufacturing.
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Introduction
Although lean manufacturing principles are now widely used throughout various
industries, these methodologies have been continuously perfected throughout Japan, beginning
over half a century ago. The Toyota Production System was created by Taiichi Ohno and other
early Toyota stakeholders. Later, reformed models of the TPS would adapt to accept the Toyota
Way produced by Fujio Cho. According to the authors of “Lean Manufacturing: The When, The
Where, The Who”, Taiichi Ohno, Shigeo Shingo and Eiji Toyoda developed the Toyota
Production System between 1948-1975, originally being called Just-In-Time Production (Vasile
and Virginia, 2013). The developers of the TPS built off of fundamental understandings that
were established throughout the end of the nineteenth century and the opening of the twentieth
century in lean manufacturing concepts.
One of the most notable individuals that these methodologies were built from according
to Vasile and Virginia (2013) is, “Eli Whitney and his concept of interchangeable parts who
made the first step in the Lean production development and Just in Time approaches” (p. 3). In
addition to Eli Whitney and his introduction of interchangeable parts into the manufacturing
environment, several other people are responsible for providing a foundation for supplementary
methodologies of early lean manufacturing. Vasile and Virginia (2013) provide, “F.W. Taylor,
Frank and Lilian Gilbreth, alongside other contributors, created the idea of “eliminating waste.”
This idea stands as one of the principles of JIT production system and lean production” (Vasile
and Virginia, 2013, p. 4).
Lean manufacturing practices continue to surface and be practiced from the late
nineteenth century throughout the early to mid-twentieth century (Figure 1), but these early
methods lacked diligence in reducing actual waste due to the inability to change cultures and
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focus on root cause analysis. As detailed in the image provided by Vasile and Virginia (2013),
key milestones were developed by Whitney, Taylor, and Gilbreth that led up to the development
and implementation of the “Western” practice of manufacturing, which is known as mass
production. According to the authors (2013), “Ford’s management approach was strongly
influenced by the F.W. Taylor’s theory of Scientific Management” and “although Scientific
Management allowed Ford to increase his productivity, this production system wouldn’t survive
against the future Japanese competition” (Vasile and Virginia, p. 3). This is because Scientific
management or “Taylorism”, according to the authors (2013), “focused on analyzing workers
individually and their job methods” (Vasile and Virginia, p. 3). The limitations to this approach
are that it did not take a holistic line of action to drive out waste and focus on continuously
improving all processes within the organization. To fully “lean” out an organization, the lean
management approach will have to be employed.

Figure 1. Road Map to the Birth of Lean. (Vasile and Virginia, 2013).
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Looking forward at the understanding of lean management approaches, as advancements
are made throughout the world of manufacturing, more methods and tools are being introduced
to help continuously improve organizations in the fight to remove waste. Waste within
organizations tend to take various forms that may not be obvious at a glance. Oftentimes, an
extensive investigation needs to take place to uncover the root cause of the issue so that the
nature of the problem can be resolved. Unfortunately, it is a frequent occurrence that symptoms
of the root cause are considered because businesses are not using the proper lean tools to
discover driving factors. Repeatedly, there tend to be other cultural issues that push over the
attentiveness that is required to fix the root cause and only place a premature fix on the product
or process by resolving a symptom that has arisen. Previously noted, waste can take many shapes
or forms, continuing, focus will be placed on wastes addressed by lean management principles.
Lean organizations typically focus on eight forms of waste. These wastes can be
described as: defects, over-processing, overproducing, waiting, excess inventory, unnecessary
transportation, unnecessary motion and wasted talent. Lean manufacturing methods and tools
such as: Continuous Improvement, Kaizen, Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), Value Stream
Mapping, Kanban, Pull Systems (JIT) and Six Sigma (Quality Control) will be the main
techniques discussed so that a better understanding is gained on their functionality and how they
fall within the principles of lean manufacturing.
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An Example Set by Toyota
It has become apparent through research that lean management and continuous
improvement are critical to the structure of implementing and executing a lean environment.
Toyota stands out as one of the founding companies to not only introduce this methodology into
a mass production environment, but to also perfect the cultural inertia and “buy-in” from all
stakeholders throughout the organization. Discussions will be held later on the importance of
stakeholders throughout the entire organization when changing the climate within the culture. As
for now, focus is placed on Toyota’s approach to lean manufacturing and the TPS.
It is well known that after the Second World War three elite automobile manufactures
dominated the scene; Ford, General Motors and Chrysler. With the mass flow, high volume
production in the “Western” manufacturing world, the big three continued to consume valuable
market share that other “Eastern” manufacturers were not capable of reaching. According to
Vasile and Virginia (2013), the big three automobile manufacturers consumed ninety-two
percent of the available market share, leaving Toyota to secure only three percent in 1934 (p. 4).
This created a need for a creative solution that Taiichi Ohno and other Toyota associates were
capable of developing. According to research by Denis Towill (2006), author of “Handshake
Around the World”, “Toyota concluded that the real challenge ahead for Japanese industry was
to create a continuous flow in small-lot production in situations where only dozens or hundreds
of copies of a product were needed, rather than millions” (p. 21). It is stated in the works of
Towill (2006), “Their approach is traceable right back to Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, both in
terms of personal contacts and written lecture and demonstration materials” (p. 21). This
evidence concludes that Toyota based their approach on one of the fundamental methods of lean
practices, the Method Study. In return, the approach provided an excellent opportunity for
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Toyota to capitalize on customized smaller lot builds to enable them to reach more customers
through products tailored to their needs. Small-lot production also greatly reduced the risk of
overproducing and the expense of excess material stored onsite at any given time. With the
small-lot manufacturing style, Toyota would be able to keep valuable profits out of excess
inventory while being able to invest the capital into continuous improvement projects.
In the 1990s, a book was released by Womack, Jones, and Roos, titled The Machine that
Changed the World. Coetzee van der Merwe and van Dyk (2016), quoted the book, The Machine
that Changed the World by stating, “It was in this work that they labeled the new Toyota
paradigm of manufacturing by doing more with less as “lean production”. The paradigm of lean
manufacturing that the authors highlight from their research is known as “The Toyota Way”.
According to research by Coetzee van der Merwe and van Dyk (2016), Fujio Cho, Toyota’s
former president, originally published the Toyota Way model in 2001 when he realized that there
was too much inconsistency among Toyota managers in their understanding of what made the
company tick” (p. 82). They continued, “the Toyota Way model is a basis for daily management
that is centered on two principles: Respect for people, and Continuous Improvement (Kaizen)”
(Coetzee van der Merwe and van Dyk, 2016). The framework for the Toyota Way model (Figure
2) outlines what holds the house-like cultural structure together for Toyota.
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Figure 2. The Toyota Way Model. (Coetzee van der Merwe and van Dyk, 2016).

The Toyota Way is the structure to a psychological guide that improves associates
through their daily routines. According to Coetzee van der Merwe and van Dyk (2016), “The
Toyota Way is not explained as a system, process, or program. Instead, it is a mindset that
explains how thoughts and actions guide people to interact with each other on a daily basis” (p.
82). By Toyota creating a mindset to drive respect and continuous improvement, a team and allinclusive approach is realized that maximizes efficiencies. On the right side of the Toyota Way
structure is the human relations aspect that relates directly to building the team and creating an
environment that is strong and supportive. By creating strong teams and instilling trust and
teamwork, the left side of the structure can then be fulfilled. Genchi genbutsu, a Japanese term
for “go and see for yourself”, coupled with Kaizen and accepting challenges influence the
mindset of continuous improvements. Together both pillars support the cultural mindset that
Toyota has structured their business and lean practices around. Methodologies such as these have
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paved the way for many organizations worldwide to mirror and focus their organizational
practices on “True North”, also known as perfection.
Lean Principles
The methodology of lean manufacturing is underlined by the understanding of five key
principles related to the approach of reducing waste. According to Jones et al. (1999) these
principles include:
•

Define each product such that it precisely meets customer requirements.

•

Identify the value stream for each product.

•

Allow value to flow through the value stream without delays or barriers.

•

Allow the customer to pull value, rather than the manufacturer producing to forecasts.
This is sometimes referred to as Just-in-Time (JIT).

•

Pursue perfection and practice continuous improvement.

The body of this paper will discuss lean methods directly related to the successful
achievement of eliminating waste by operating within the guidelines of the noted lean
management principles. Value Stream mapping will highlight the process of customer
involvement and the mapping of the value stream. Discussions on Just-in-Time production will
encompass continuous flow and a pull-style production methodology. While Six Sigma and
Kaizen will cover pursuing perfection through quality control with the use of the DMAIC cycle
and continuous improvement Kaizen events. Total Productive Maintenance will highlight the
workforce’s involvement in reducing downtime and defects related to equipment error. Lastly,
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Cultural discussions will emphasize the importance of an all-inclusive approach to communicate
lean vision throughout all sectors of an organization.

A Closer Look at Lean Methods
Value Stream Mapping
To begin taking a look at the most noteworthy methods and tools used in lean
manufacturing, focus will be placed on a tool that is fundamental to abundantly viewing key
processes, understanding value-added activities, assisting in process innovation, improving
process flow and identifying opportunities for waste reduction and improvement. This tool is not
specific to manufacturing processes, it can be used in healthcare services and other logistical
services as well. Value stream mapping (VSM) is the process of identifying a process that is to
be evaluated and identify potential opportunities for the reduction or removal of waste. Guner
(2017), describes his research to identify VSM as, “an enterprise improvement technique to
visualize an entire production process, representing information and material flow, to improve
the production process by identifying waste and its resources” (p. 462).
The overall goal of the VSM, according to Wolniak and Skotnicka-Zasadzien (2014) is,
“Value Stream Mapping, allows streamlining the organizational processes, reducing the wastage
and shortening their duration” (p. 711). VSM is very beneficial because it allows open discussion
between various stakeholders within the organization to comprehend and visualize the complete
process flow of specific products. This process is generally broken into three categories.
According to Guner (2017), “The first step in VSM is to identify the product families and select
one of them as the target for improvement.” He then continues, “Based on the information, a
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current state map is developed. To map the future state is the third step. Lastly, an
implementation plan is created to apply in the future” (Guner 2017, p. 462).
Taking a closer look at the VSM process, focus is placed on the initial step, selecting a
product and mapping the current state process flow. This activity requires various individuals
within the organization to come together as a group and determine the product of importance,
and to also bring as much knowledge as possible of the actual process. Allowing for the correct
current state mapping to be documented and reviewed. Additional information pertaining to the
process will also likely be documented. Guner (2017) includes, “While collecting the data,
inventory levels before each process, process cycle times and changeover times are recorded” (p.
464). In addition to their findings, Wolniak and Skotnicka-Zasadzien (2014) add, “The following
information has to be collected in the initial step: requirements of suppliers, types of production
operations, duration of particular operations, availability of workstations, the number of
machines and devices taking part in the process, the manner of production planning, stocks, and
ways of communication” (p. 710).
The collection of determined data allows for quantitative recordings to measure the newly
proposed value stream when it is created. This can be considered the benchmark for gains
allowing the team to only implement the new process if it produces substantial productivity
increases. A continual review of the process map is covered, and value-added and non-valueadded steps are recorded, along with their impacts. Value-added steps are just as the name
presents its self, they add value to the product or process. Inversely, non-value-added steps are
those that decrease productivity and add waste back into processes. Waste is measured as
unnecessary waiting, unnecessary material handling, downtime or any other activity that does not
promote value.
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For the second portion of the value stream mapping process, a future state model is
produced. With the highlighted non-value-added steps identified in the first process, adjustments
are made to design them out of the new value stream. Stakeholders within the team evaluate the
data recorded in the first step and produce a diagram to propose a new process flow. An example
of a future state value stream map is displayed in (Figure 3). This image is provided by Wolniak
and Skotnicka-Zasadzien (2014), who carried out a case study to identify the benefits of a VSM
in an industrial enterprise.

Figure 3. Display of Future State VSM of the Entire Value Process. (Wolniak and SkotnickaZasadzien, 2014).

As shown above in (Figure 3), the future state map collectively displays all sections of a
process. A VSM can be hand-drawn or created using CAD tools, such as Microsoft Visio. The
future state VSM begins at the beginning of the process and material flow indicators show how
the product travels throughout the entire process. Data pertaining to each operation within the
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process can be displayed. This data will mirror that of the data which was recorded in the first
section except the new data will have been improved due to the removal of the non-value-added
activities. Wolniak and Skotnicka-Zasadzien noted that other lean tools such as 5S and Kaizen
events were valuable in optimizing processes (p. 709). These tools can be used in conjunction
with the VSM to optimize gains. It is beneficial in this part of the VSM process to run
simulations of the different data types when understanding the most advantageous approach.
Chandrasekar, Murugesan and Rajenthirakumar (2016) suggest, “overlaying the current state
process map and future state map because it helps in identifying potential gap areas while
determining new process layout” (p. 153).
Once the future state VSM has been created and all non-value-adding potential has been
identified, it is time to implement the proposed changes into the process. Implementing the
changes into the process can take many different forms depending on the process innovation
involved. Studies from Wolniak and Skotnicka-Zasadzien (2014) proved that 5S and Kaizen
events were the most beneficial for their implementation. Whereas Chandrasekar, Murugesan
and Rajenthirakumar (2016) stated that various lean tools such as Kanban pull systems, JIT
practices, made to order and cellular layouts made their implementation plan most efficient.
VSMs require a level of diligence. Although the initial process innovation has been completed, it
is critical that any other changes made to the line in the future follow the same planning to ensure
that previously achieved gains are not reduced due to the new changes.
Just in Time Production
Henry Ford, as stated earlier, is responsible for creating the mass production assembly
line which revolutionized automobile manufacturing, as well as many other forms of
manufacturing. Large lot sizes and intelligent design of the assembly lines allowed for a
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continuous push of parts and assemblies down the production line. Ford was successful in what
is stated by Vasile and Virginia (2013) as “ a spectacular productivity growth and decrease in
price” (p. 5). In the early stages and introduction of automobile manufacturing, the mass
production approach was very successful. Ford was effective in part to a very impressive spurt of
economic growth and the fact that he practiced Scientific Management. Vasile and Virginia
(2013), provide that Frederick Taylor, an industrial engineer, was responsible for the
introduction of Scientific Management. They continue by stating that this approach focuses on
workers and their work responsibilities (p. 3). With this being said, Fords manufacturing style
was not being practiced in a sustainable manner due to the absence of waste reduction activities.
A closer look will be held on lean activities such as Just in Time (JIT), work in process reduction
and Kanban, which are associated with a contradictory approach to “push” style production that
was introduced by Henry Ford’s mass production assembly line.
Just in Time is a term that was founded by Toyota and is one of the main pillars to their
lean manufacturing paradigm. Just in Time production (JIT) is a process and material delivery
methodology aimed to reduce wait times within processes as well as reducing the need for excess
inventory. JIT is not specific to only internal processes within an organization. It is not
uncommon to see the JIT approach taken throughout the entire value stream of an organization.
This requires the alignment of both internal and external processes. Towill (2006), describes JIT
as “a management philosophy aimed at eliminating waste from every aspect of manufacturing
and its related activities” (p. 21). Begam, Sekkizhar, and Swamynathan (2014) expand on the
definition of JIT and explain it as “Pull parts through production based on customer demand
instead of pushing parts through production based on projected demand. Relies on many lean
tools, such as Continuous Flow, Heijunka, Kanban, Standardized Work and Takt Time” (p. 39).
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As you can see, JIT production will take a holistic view of the organization, a well-mapped value
stream and additional lean method to be successful. When implemented correctly, waste such as
over-producing, excess inventory, production delays and excess work in process (WIP) can be
significantly reduced or eliminated.
To achieve success with a continuous flow of materials entering an organization, being
supplied to production stations on time while avoiding delays to production, emphasis has to be
placed on Just in Time Purchasing (JITP). Ansari and Modarress (1986) and Gunasekaran (1999)
define Just-in-Time Purchasing as, “the purchase of goods such that their delivery immediately
precedes their demand or as they are required to use.” Hassan and Kajiwara (2013) continues,
“The ultimate goal of JITP is to guarantee that production is as close as possible to a continuous
process from the raw material reception until the distribution of the finished goods” (p. 106). The
strategic alignment with suppliers allows for a reduced need for storage space, allowing that
available room to be used for value-added activities. An additional benefit of JITP will be that a
reduction of material handling will take place. This leads directly to a reduced risk of damaged
material and allows materials associated to contribute additional value within the organization. It
should also be noted that JITP inevitably has to align with the lean scheduling of production
components and their desired start dates.
Once the materials planning and delivery have been aligned to seamlessly deliver
components when needed, lean scheduling will have to be executed. At this point, lean
scheduling will focus on the alignment of a build schedule that is capable of flowing through a
manufacturing process in a continuous manner (i.e. Continuous Flow). Haider and Mirza (2015)
completed a simulation study to address implementing lean scheduling within a job shop
environment using Arena 10. They found it beneficial to break the activities into three phases.
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According to Haider and Mirza (2015), “The first phase is concerned with the study of processes
and layouts and identification of part families and formation of cells” (p. 10). This activity
allows for proper scheduling of production times that work best for continual flow. They found
that with the ability to identify part families, standardized work was able to be implemented.
They continued by outlining the additional phases. Haider and Mirza (2015) describes the
second phase of lean scheduling as “ The second phase is the continuous improvement phase” (p.
10). Here they explain that they redesigned the organization of workstations and identified
process constraints (p. 10) Lastly, in phase three, Haider and Mirza (2015) address they
“implement lean thinking and use quick changeover, total preventive maintenance, elimination
of wastes and Kaizen methodologies” (p. 10). As you can see, when conducting lean scheduling,
additional areas of waste will have to be addressed so that the production flow is optimized. For
the study conducted by Haider and Mirza (2015), they were able to report WIP reductions from
22.85 to 10 (p. 11). Reducing WIP has tremendous financial impacts and also removes the risk of
being stuck with materials when orders are canceled.
After lean scheduling has taken place and the pre-production processes have been aligned
to flow into the production process, emphasis can be placed on designing a pull-style flow. This
can take many different forms, most notably the introduction of Kanban. Kanban is an
“identification” methodology used for manufacturing that signals when the upstream processes
should pull a product up to the next work station. According to Begam, Sekkizhar, and
Swamynathan (2014), they describe Kanban as, “A method of regulating the flow of goods both
within the factory and with outside suppliers and customers” they add, “ Based on automatic
replenishment through signal cards that indicate when more goods are needed” (p. 39). Therefore
Kanban is the practice of signaling a downstream process when the exact amount of parts are
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needed and at a given time. By managing what is produced and when it is produced, a
continuous flow is established that aims to reduce the amount of WIP in a process (Figure 4).
Begam, Sekkizhar, and Swamynathan (2014), add that Kanban systems can even go as far as
producing a system that does not require physical inventories (p. 39).
The term Kanban was introduced by Taiichi Ohno in the mid-twentieth century at
Toyota. It is noted that he became interested in the idea of American supermarkets and the
system that is used to indicate when an item needs to be replenished on a shelf. This is where the
idea, as stated above, of “signal cards” was instituted. According to Hassan and Kajiwara
(2013), “ In a production system, the Kanban is a signal containing product characteristics for
more production and therefore controls the JIT process of a specific production” (p. 110). Signal
cards can take various forms, in fact, they are any chosen visual indicators for a specific process.
Electronic signal cards are rising in popularity. With the advancements of technology, scanning
bar codes on Kanban batches allow for downstream signals to be sent and received of exact lot
sizes needed, times they will be required and also control when preceding processes can cycle
their workstation. With the use of signal cards, prior production processes cannot “push” their
part forward until the subsequent process is requiring it, thus eliminating excess WIP and
keeping a constant flow. It is extremely ineffective for a manufacturing facility to use a “push”
style for production lines because bottleneck processes will cause material “stack up” to take
place, thus increasing total WIP.
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Figure 4. Ideal KanBan System of Entire Mfg. Process. (Hassan and Kajiwara, 2013).

Kanban is an extremely versatile tool and can be used in almost any product or servicing
sector, so it is no surprise that Kanban systems are not specific to manufacturing processes alone.
To support this statement, a study by Thomas et al. (2010), on lean principles of the Toyota
Production System used to reduce wait time in the Emergency Department (ED), recorded
methods implemented to control inventory and reduce bottlenecks related to workplace
organization. They noted, “The nurses assigned to the dischargeable area were responsible for
filling their own beds based on the visual cue of the charts in the inbox” (Thomas et al., 2014).
They continue to state “Having a predictable workload created steady flow through the ED with
an aim toward “just-in-time” delivery of care” (Thomas et al., 2010). This contributed to higher
patient turnovers allowing not only the nursing staff to focus on a limited number of patients at a
given time, but also increased throughput through the Emergency Department. The results also
provided a higher quality of care to each individual. Thomas et al. (2010) concluded, “as a result
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of improving ED process and wait times, there has been steady and progressive improvement in
our NRC Picker scores for overall patient satisfaction since September 2005” (p. 55).
To conclude an overview of tools and practices used in Just in Time manufacturing, it is
important to cover two methods that contribute to a JIT pull system. First, Takt time is a method
of determining customer demand and producing to that exact pace. In essence, it is producing
only the required products, at a rate they are desired by the market. Begam, Sekkizhar, and
Swamynathan (2014) define Takt time as, “ The pace of production (e.g. manufacturing one
piece every 34 seconds) that aligns production with customer demand” (p. 40). Understanding
this method is critical in all phases of the JIT production system. It is necessary to understand the
Takt time when forming contracts with suppliers and designing in-house production processes.
Takt time inevitably identifies the target pace in which a process has to function to deliver goods
to the market.
To calculate Takt time according to Guner (2017), “Takt time is calculated by dividing
the total available time per day by the daily customer demand” (p. 465). Therefore this
calculation will be able to help in determining how many hours production will need to be ran
and what the market demand is for the product that is being offered. Begam, Sekkizhar, and
Swamynathan (2014) continues by stating “ It is easily extended to provide an efficiency goal
for the plant floor (Actual Pieces / Target Pieces)” (p. 40). It is apparent that Takt time is a tool
that can be used to not only determine run rates, but to measure production data and drive
improvements.
Secondly, going hand-in-hand with Takt time is a contributing method that has been
known to reduce Takt time and to improve continual flow in a pull-style production system, this
is standardization of work. Standardization of work has roots planted by the pioneers of lean
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manufacturing philosophies. Vasile and Virginia (2013) provide that it is through the work of
Frederick W. Taylor in the late nineteenth century that defined standardized work across his
research in Scientific Management (p. 3). It was with this study that Taylor used the scientific
method to study individuals in their work environment. He evaluated time studies of induvial
processes and found the need to design standardized work functions for shop floor associates. In
addition to Taylor’s contributions, Vasile and Virginia (2013) highlight “apart from Taylor’s
philosophy, efficiency by reducing the length of the processes, Frank Gilbreth, through Motion
Study, intended reducing the worker’s movements during the production process” (p. 3). Both
individuals played a key role in the creation of standardized work aimed to improve process
times and to reduce unnecessary motions through standard practices.
Standardized work is just as the name implies. It is a standard work practice that allows
for repetitive motions of work to be carried out so that the associate is always aware of the work
to be completed. Begam, Sekkizhar, and Swamynathan (2014) define standardized work as,
“documented procedures for manufacturing that capture best practices (including the time to
complete each task)” (p. 40). Through documenting best practices, the quality of the product and
safety practices will increase. According to Begam, Sekkizhar, and Swamynathan (2014),
standardized work is one of the main foundation pillars which are built on the Toyota Way
Philosophy (p. 37).
Prior to publishing a standardized work document, the process of concern should be
monitored to establish a baseline for the cycle time, through a process called time study. Time
studies vigorously concentrate on a process to gather exact measurements of times required at a
production stage, from cycle to cycle of the line. The cycle time has to operate in the required
Takt time that was established earlier in the JIT process. According to Mark Venables (2006),
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who published an interview with Jim Luby, Quality and Lean enterprise site manager at Boeing,
“Weak processes are really key; before you can get into things called standard work you have to
go and stabilize your processes”, “Or you are trying to standardize something that isn’t stable
and you are all over the map” (p. 14). This provides the importance of establishing preliminary
time studies to completely understand the process before implementing standardized work.
Once the base time study has been established, a standardized working document is to be
made. According to Begam, Sekkizhar, and Swamynathan (2014), “this document is to be a live
document that is easily changeable” (p. 40). The document should be easily changeable due to
the fact that standardized work practices allow for “load leveling” across associates in a
production process. That is, work is distributed evenly and effectively so that no associate is
overburden or sitting idle. Standardized work practices need to be carried throughout entire
processes so that a continuous flow of pulled parts is maintained. Begam, Sekkizhar, and
Swamynathan (2014) remind that “standardized work eliminates waste by consistently applying
best practices and forms a baseline for future improvement activities” (p. 40). Therefore it is
critical that standard work documents be reviewed with associates, use graphical images and
clear concise directions detailing the workstation’s required assembly. When implemented and
maintained properly, the total process will be closer to achieving a single-piece flow.
Lean Six Sigma to Further Improve Quality
Another set of methods and tools used within the paradigm of lean manufacturing are
those pertaining to the quality of the products and services produced. Rooted deep in the origins
of the lean manufacturing movement is Toyota’s involvement with two quality management
professionals. First, according to Varsile and Virginia (2013), Edwards W. Deming (1950), is
responsible for “ introducing Statistic Quality Control (SQC) and defining the famous “Deming
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circle”: Plan, Do, Check and Act” (p. 5) The authors provide that Joseph M. Juran (1954)
“secondly entered the scene and was most notably know for introducing Pareto analysis in
quality, improvements in quality control and the Quality Management System (QMS)” (p. 5).
These methods were ground breaking in the aspect of monitoring the quality of production being
sent to customers as well as being able to identify and correct quality issues that arise.
The Quality Management System is an organizational approach to align products to
achieve customer satisfaction through business processes focused on exceeding customer
expectations. Whereas Statistic Quality Control is focused on tools used to conduct root cause
analysis, identify defects and eliminate noted defects through controlling processes with process
monitoring techniques. Advancing the quality scene, a lean manufacturing model to comprise
both approaches that has been growing in popularity since the 1980’s, is the practice of Six
Sigma. According to Pepper and Spedding (2008), “Six Sigma as recognized today was
developed at Motorola through the efforts of Bill Smith, a reliability engineer, in the 1980’s”
(Brady and Allen, 2006; Pepper and Spedding 2008).
Smith created a system of statistical techniques that focused primarily on reducing
variation within the product and process. Pepper and Spedding (2008) continues by defining Six
Sigma as “a structured and systematic approach to process improvement, aiming for a reduced
defect rate of 3.4 defects for every million opportunities” (Brady and Allen, 2006; Pepper and
Spedding 2008). This target is vital to why Six Sigma is the ideal quality methodology to use,
since Six Sigma holds such a high standard to producing minimal defects. Mehta (2019) adds,
that a Six Sigma process is targeted to achieve 34 rejects per 10 million, or 3.4 per million (p.
41). Thus, Six Sigma has a target and metric of defects per million opportunities (DPMO)
(Mehta, 2019).
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To calculate DPMO, the process and product must be very well understood. Inspection
points of a product are referred to as opportunities for defect per unit. For example, on the
inspection of 5,000 cell phones with 50 inspection points and 200 found defects, the DPMO will
be 58,000 (Mehta, 2019). This proves to be outside of the operating parameters of 3.4 defects per
million opportunities and will need to be addressed immediately, if true lean Six Sigma is to be
achieved. To tackle such issues is where the lean Six Sigma toolset really is essential. Although
knowing the DPMO is very important to determine how much variation of products and
understanding what the operating parameters are within an organization, resolving the root cause
of the variation tend to have the most benefits.
Before discussing the toolset of lean Six Sigma, it is important to mention that Six Sigma
works best coupled with a lean environment. Both lean manufacturing and Six Sigma have been
combined into the same set of methodologies to improve efficiencies by reducing waste and to
improve quality by reducing variation. Hence the name lean Six Sigma. Mehta (2019) states,
“Lean Six Sigma behooves us to apply lean concepts first to a process to simplify it by
eliminating activities and unnecessary resources, then looking into how the quality of the
activities can be improved” (p. 40). To continue in supporting the integration of Lean with Six
Sigma, Taylor et al., (2020), state, “Lean Six Sigma blends the focus on process flow by Lean
with the Six Sigma spotlight on improved capability by virtue of diminished variation (Chiarini,
2011; Taylor et al., 2020; Oguz et al., 2012). However, Taylor et al. (2020), conclude that in
order for lean Six Sigma to be a successful venture, the pair will need to be coupled in a lean
dominant environment (p. 3).
Lean Six Sigma has a wide variety of tools, from failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)
to control charts, but all tools work within a specific and very successful framework. Lean Six
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Sigma’s framework to success on quality control is the method that is known as Define-MeasureAnalyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC). Following the DMAIC framework is the important to
success with reducing the variation within an organization or service sector. DMAIC, as stated
by Tang, Goh, Lam and Zhang (2007), “(DMAIC) is the quality improvement framework to
meet customer needs on a project-by-project basis” (p. 3). Therefore the DMAIC trend has to be
followed so that the entire problem process can be resolved and controlled. DMAIC is the
improved direct replacement for the Plan-Do-Check-Act methodology introduced by earlier lean
predecessors involved with variation reduction (de Mast and Lokkerbol, 2012).
To start, the DMAIC process the “Define” tollgate is then undertaken. At this point of the
process a formulation of the issue is addressed, customers both internally and externally are
identified and key stakeholders are assigned roles. All activities are recorded in the project
charter with a timeline established. The project charter is fundamentally the business plan to
address the project being undertaken. Krishnan and Prasath (2013) define critical tools in this
process as: Process Charter, process flow chart, SIPOC diagram, Stakeholder analysis, DMAIC
work breakdown structure, CTQ definitions and Voice of the customer gatherings (p. 112).
These tools allow an organization to measure the initial data to discover what exactly the
customer considers critical to quality (CTQ) and to gain a better understanding of the flow within
the area of importance. Tenera and Pinto (2014) emphasize the importance of the Define process
by stating, “Define is of the most important steps of the LSS project that aims to detect the
Critical-to-Quality process factors (CTQs), considering the Customers opinion. In fact, the focus
on the customers is a priority of the LSS philosophy” (p. 915).
Continuing, the “Measure” tollgate is commenced. In this stage, the process in which the
issue is created from is measured and preliminary baselines are established to the ability of the
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process. In this process, it is critical to find the actual capabilities of the process and define what
the new target of the process is to be. Krishnan and Prasath (2013) state the measurement
process is, “determining the start point or baseline of the process and looking for clues to
understand the root cause of the process” (p. 112). These measurements can be recorded through
benchmarking techniques and process sigma calculation. The process sigma calculation is an
expansion of the (DPMO) example as stated earlier in this section. Mehta (2019) provides that
(DPMO) is found by dividing the number of defects found by the number of inspection points
multiplied by one million (p. 42). They continue to add that the percent rejects will then be added
to the standard normal distribution function (Process Sigma = Abs [Norm.S.Inv (% Rejects) –
1.5]) to calculate process sigma (Mehta, 2019). Once the baseline has been established for the
process or product under examination, it is time to conduct an investigation.
The third tollgate of the DMAIC process is “Analyze”. This process is consumed with
using tools to discover the direct correlation between the process and defect of the product
offered. Tenera and Pinto (2014) state that the analyze and measure phases can be repeated to
help identify true root causes of the variation (p. 915). Tools used in this tollgate are essentially
root cause analysis-specific tools. In addition to root cause tools, Tenera and Pinto (2014) add it
is also important that a VSM is available, “to obtain a closed looked of the improvement process
opportunities” (p. 915). This allows for the team to adjust their methods and tools based on
improvements when driving down potential causes. Most popularly, the analytics phase is
conducted with an Ishikawa Diagram (fishbone). A fishbone diagram is a tool that allows for an
improvement team to drill down from high-level to low-level causes of the problem. The
diagram addresses the following categories, equipment, process, people, material, environment
and management. These factors are evaluated and the driving areas are addressed for the root
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cause. After the formation of the fishbone diagram, the results are charted in a Pareto chart which
will show twenty percent of the process is responsible for eighty percent of the variation. The
Pareto analysis is the key process identifier in the root cause prioritization activity.
The fourth tollgate of the DMAIC process is “Improve”. This process is focused directly
on making improvements to the processes and products determined by the analyze phase. Tenera
and Pinto (2014), provide, “the Improve phase aims to identify potential solutions as well as
doing their prioritization” (p. 915). In this stage, variables are addressed and the contributing
factors are modified so that the critical to quality components of the product are addressed, a
model for improvements are tested (deMast and Lokkerbol, 2012). Design of Experiments are a
popular tool to improve a current process by manipulating variables to understand the cause and
effect of each (Krishnan and Prasath, 2013). Therefore understanding how the process is
dependent on various inputs and the implications of each sector are valuable in constructing
improvement methods. Diligence in the improvement stage, so that key factors of the process are
addressed and placed in control, are essential to successful waste and variation reductions. In
addition, Krishnan and Prasath (2013) add, “structured improvement efforts can lead to
innovative and elegant solutions” (p. 113). The improvement process and control process will be
continuously cyclical throughout the duration of the project so that constant improvements can
be achieved.
To conclude the DMAIC process, the “Control” tollgate is initiated. Controlling the
process is achieved by continuously monitoring the processes and products based on the
conditions desired and critical to quality factors based on customer input collected in the
preliminary processes of the DMAIC activity. DeMast and Lokkerbol (2013) explain the control
process to be, “empirical verification of the project’s results and adjustment of the process
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management and control system in order that improvements are sustainable” (p. 605). Process
control charts will be used to document the variation produced in the area of importance.
Requirements that were determined by the DMPO and Sigma target will provide a target for the
process so that variations will not be allowed to fall outside of the upper control and lower
control levels. If a process is trending out of control, immediate action will be taken, and the
improve process will be initiated for further improvements.
The DMAIC framework provided above allows for an organization to continuously
improve its processes to achieve customer satisfaction through controlling allowable variation of
its systems. Lean Six Sigma’s ability to control variations and reduce waste resulting in the
improvements of quality and customer satisfaction is not constrained to manufacturing. In fact,
lean Six Sigma and the project framework of the DMAIC cycle has gained popularity in service
sectors related to healthcare and food industries.
An example of the versatility and successfulness of reducing variation and improving
quality by lean Six Sigma is provided through research conducted by (Montella et al., 2013).
Montella et al. (2013) have addressed implementing lean Six Sigma into healthcare to reduce
hospital-related infections. Montella et al. (2013) addressed the issue of healthcare-associated
infections (HAIS) and the and the ability for lean Six Sigma to reduce the current rate which has
been recorded. Montella et al. (2013) noted that “the monitoring and prevention of HAIs
represent apriority for the healthcare sector, and reducing the incidence of HAIs is a quality
indicator of the services provided” (p. 531). They noted through the research, that the DMAIC
framework was followed, which allowed for the identification of tools and methods for
monitoring and controlling factors relating to HAIs. Montella et al. (2013) directly highlighted,
“the instruments of the LSS methodology supported the team members in the definition of the
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scope of the project as well as the collaboration between such members to implement the
corrective actions to improve the process under investigation” (p. 535). They concluded that “a
sixteen percent reduction had been achieved in colonized patients through corrective actions and
that the mean number of hospitalized days was lowered by nine full days, confirming an
approximate increase in healthcare process Sigma from two to three Sigma” (Montella et al.,
2013).
Kaizen
At the heart of lean manufacturing is a methodology for nourishing continuous
improvement by skilled associates throughout all levels of an organization. To be truly
successful in the elimination of waste, one of the notable practices of lean manufacturing,
commitment to change has to be acknowledged and formulated into the roots of the culture.
Kaizen addresses lean manufacturing’s continual reduction of waste through “events” that
harness driving change to eliminate non-value-added practices. Ortiz (2006) states, “Kaizen is
meant to be integrated into normal day-to-day activities with the focus on eliminating waste,
creating standardization, and having a clean, organized workplace” (p. 31). Ortiz (2006)
continues by adding, “A company kaizen program helps create a foundation for change that will
enable a company to sustain process improvements for the life of the company” (p. 31).
Kaizen’s role in lean manufacturing is to create a culture to identify wastes and use lean
tools as discussed above to eliminate their root cause. Kaizen originated in the Japanese culture
and became popular in the early twentieth century based on ancient Japanese tradition due to the
concept of harnessing harmony with continuous improvement (Prosic, 2011). Prosic (2011),
states, “In Japanese, kaizen means “small, incremental, continuous improvement,” (p. 173). Here
it is realized that the true success comes from small improvements throughout the entire
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organization that add up over time to substantial improvements. Unlike early “Western” style
management, where information and suggestions flow from upper management to lower levels
throughout the organization, kaizen is all-inclusive to every employee, suggesting that their ideas
are valuable. Prosic (2011) notes kaizen’s, “heavy reliance on teamwork, in which everyone's
opinion is valued and considered, involving their active participation in the form of suggestions
aimed at continuous improvement, even when a system appears to be functioning adequately” (p.
174). For this to be successful, management has to have a working relationship with employees
and value their opinions.
Workers on the shop floor are the subject matter experts that deal with the product and
processes more than anyone else in the organization. Kaizen, in addition to cultivating an
environment where people can submit suggestions and provide feedback to implement higher
standards, also focuses on improving the workers and improving their ability through mentoring
and training activities. Prosic (2011) states, “To support the higher standards, kaizen also
involves providing the training, materials and supervision that is needed for employees to
achieve higher standards and maintain their ability to meet those standards on an on-going basis”
(p. 174). To improve the workforce is to improve the product. By providing training and building
the organization from the lower levels up, employee morale will increase which in turn relates
directly to an increase in quality, design improvements and process throughput.
To continue the discussion of kaizen in a lean manufacturing environment, it is going to
be understood that the culture of the organization is robust in the fact that it harnesses input and
suggestions within all levels. Discussions will be held in a subsequent section, focusing on the
factors that drive success in organizations that support the importance of a lean culture. As
discussed, kaizen is a philosophy of an organization to drive incremental success through all
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aspects of the process. However, there is a form of structure that aids in turning the philosophy
into practice. Looking at the structure of a successful kaizen program, first identifying a kaizen
champion to oversee the identified areas of improvement and to be dedicated to the execution of
the event will take place (Ortiz, 2006). Ortiz (2006) continues by stating, “An ideal kaizen
champion candidate would be a lean manufacturing engineer that stays away from the daily
requirements of management” (p. 31). This ensures that the sole focus of the kaizen champion is
to oversee the success of the activities driving waste reduction. He continues by adding that this
role can be covered by other engineers with the skill set to drive change within an organization,
but should primarily be an individual that has lean skills such as “ 5S, kaizen, and standard work
to help drive the program and ensure success during kaizen events” (Ortiz, 2006).
After establishing a kaizen champion, a governing committee is selected for high-level
project management. The committee will be managers throughout the organization or heads of
departments that have an advanced understanding of the product and leadership abilities. The
ideal committee will include: Kaizen champion, Plant manager, Production manager,
Engineering manager, Materials manager, Quality manager, Safety manager, and Human
resources manager (Ortiz, 2006). All areas of the organization that directly relate to the product
and human capital are included so that the holistic approach in eliminating waste can be
successful. By adding managers from each department into the committee, roadblocks and
staffing issues addressed along the way can be completely attended to and removed so that the
project’s success is not hindered. In addition to minimizing constraints, the committee ensures
that proper communication is filtered throughout each department with the approach of instilling
proper change management of affected areas.
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With the formulation of the governing committee, kaizen events are ready to be
undertaken. This framework consists of an approach similar to that of Six Sigma’s DMAIC
method, but does not deal with statistical analysis of variation as does Six Sigma. Again, the
focus of kaizen events are to reduce obvious waste through incremental steps, adding to
increased throughput, cost reductions, standardization of work and quality improvements.
Pampanelli and Bernardes identify a Lean Kaizen Model as:” identification of opportunity,
define the project parameters, visualize current state process through a mapping exercise,
identify waste reduction through Kaizen event, map proposal state of the process in Kaizen
workshop and finally development and communication of action plans” (Pampanelli and
Bernardes, 2011).
Once the outline of the improvement has been formulated, Quality Circles are
established. Quality Circles are, according to Prosic (2011), “groups of workers that meet and
work together to solve problems and come up with innovative changes” (p. 174). In this step, it
becomes apparent of organizations that have cultivated a culture to encourage crosscollaboration between members of the organization that have the desire to implement change for
the better. The governing committee, the group of managers involved in the kaizen event
overseeing the status of the project from a high-level, typically meets on a monthly basis (Ortiz,
2006). However, the Quality Circles are required to meet on a more frequent basis so that the
hands-on activities can be achieved to keep the kaizen event on track. In the hands-on stage, it is
the responsibility of the kaizen champion to manage and verify that objectives are being
identified and addressed to drive improvements (Ortiz, 2006).
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Figure 5. 8 Key Approaches to Lean Kaizen Model. (Pampanelli and Bernardes, 2011).

Throughout the entire kaizen event process, it is important to communicate the identified
areas of improvement with the rest of the organization. This allows for coming change to be
understood and to give other employees the ability to ask questions when desired and to see the
status of each kaizen event. Transparency is a key aspect of retaining trust through the successful
flow of kaizen. Aiding in the area of communication during kaizen events are communication
boards. These are physical boards in which an overview of kaizen events are posted, are the
responsibility of the kaizen champion and should be updated daily, weekly and monthly based on
the project’s status (Ortiz, 2006). The location of the board(s) is left up to the kaizen champion
but should be placed in a centralized location so that the information is readily available to the
majority of the workforce (Ortiz, 2006).
In the conclusion of a kaizen event, there will be a clear and tangible reduction in
wastage and throughput of the process, as well as increased quality of the product. The efforts of
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kaizen are a continuing cycle, so the culture of kaizen is built on the intention of continuously
pursuing perfection. When one project is completed, another arises and so on. The same is for
continually training associates within the organization, to be successful in kaizen, workforce
training cannot stop. Prosic (2011) states, “By going through this continual kaizen process of
training and events, the production system becomes stronger and stronger. The results are an
expected: 65% reduction in work-in-process, 50% reduction in manufacturing space and 45%
improvement in throughput time (lead-time)” (p. 176). To harvest results provided by Prosic, it is
critical for management to be diligent in building a culture that is full of trust and to actively seek
transparency when identifying the objectives of the organization. Ortiz (2006) ends, “ top
management must create the vision and stay dedicated to the cause”, he continues “success will
only come if everyone is committed to the policies, standards, implementations and training that
come from the lean kaizen program” (p. 34).
Total Productive Maintenance
Thus far, discussion has been held on direct process improvements using lean methods
valuable in reducing waste that is a direct result of manufacturing practices. Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM), however, focuses on continuous improvements based on reducing wastes
related to machines and tooling used in manufacturing processes through a highly effective and
efficient maintenance program. This lean maintenance approach was first introduced in Japan in
the 1970’s, but was not fully perfected until the 1990’s according to Jain, Bhatti and Singh
(2014) by the Japanese at a supplier of Toyota named Nippon Denso Co. Ltd. (p. 296). Jain,
Bhatti and Singh continue by stating that, “ TPM is a world-class manufacturing initiative that
seeks to optimize the effectiveness of manufacturing equipment” (Jain et al. 2014 and Shirose,
1995). Mehta (2012) describes TPM as one of the core lean methods used to reach complete
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waste elimination within an organization (p. 120). While Brah and Chong (2004) convey that
TPM focus on “six-big losses” which they identified as “The six losses draining productivity
consist of breakdowns, setup and adjustment loss, idling and minor stoppages, reduced speed,
defects and rework, and startup and yield loss” (p. 2).
TPM is built on a historical evolution of maintenance practices spanning from the 1950’s.
According to Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014), the progression of maintenance concepts leading to
TPM is displayed in (Figure 6). Starting, Break Down Maintenance focused directly on making
repairs when machines or tooling would fail. Planned Preventive Maintenance took on a
proactive approach to try to eliminate downtimes through scheduled preventive maintenance
practices. Continuing, Condition Based Maintenance or (Predictive Maintenance) is a “technique
that is used to measure the physical condition, such as temperature, noise, vibration, lubrication
and corrosion, of the equipment” (Jain et al., 2014). Lastly, Reliability Centered Maintenance is
a systematic and statistical approach to maintaining equipment through the usage of lean tools to
identify potential issues. Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) state, “ the various tools used for effecting
maintenance improvement include failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), failure mode effect
and criticality analysis, physical hazard analysis, fault tree analysis, optimizing maintenance
function and hazard and operability analysis. TPM’s framework has roots directly related to all
paradigms of the maintenance introduced by (Willmott, 1994 and Jain et al., 2014), but also
differs in many ways. TPM’s advanced lean approach reaches across the organization and
involves not only the maintenance team but the entire organization for a holistic approach to
eliminate waste through autonomy maintenance.
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Figure 6. Example of TPM Evolution. (Willmott, 1994 and Jain et al., 2014).

The TPM construct takes the appearance of a framed house with eight pillars compiling
the elements of the structure, built on the foundation of 5S. 5S is a lean tool used to focus on
workplace arrangement and directly removes the clutter and excessive wasted movements. 5S
will be discussed in greater detail shortly. Continuing with the eight pillars of TPM, Autonomous
maintenance; focused maintenance; planned maintenance; quality maintenance; education and
training; office TPM; development management; and safety, health and environment are
provided by (Ireland and Dale, 2001; Shamsuddin et al., 2005; Rodrigues and Hatakeyama,
2006; and Jain et al., 2014).
The elements of the lean maintenance approach are to drive metrics relating to
productivity (P), quality (Q), cost (C), delivery (D), safety (S) and multi-skilled workforce (M) to
ensure that customer satisfaction is guaranteed and sustainability is maintained from a waste
elimination and profit-generating approach (Venkatesh, 2015). The goal of TPM is the complete
elimination of defects, downtime, hazardous conditions and any other undesirable adverse effects
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that could generate waste or endanger employees. Like all other noted lean tools, TPM has to be
introduced into a culture that is willing to convey its vision through upper management gain
momentum from all aspects of the organization. For TPM, the role of the implementation is
typically addressed by the plant manager and additional kaizen teams will be formed to
continuously improve the process of lean productive maintenance.
The eight pillars of TPM are very critical to the success of the lean maintenance program.
As stated above the approach is holistic within the organization and involves several crossfunctional teams including: management, safety, engineering, quality, operations and
maintenance personal. Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) detail each of the eight pillars forming the
TPM house. Autonomous maintenance, is the approach of the program to focus on placing
incremental fixes of the tools and machinery in the hands of the operator. This allows for the
maintenance technicians to use their resources on projects that require advanced knowledge and
skillsets. Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) and Ahuja and Khamba (2008) state that autonomous
maintenance brings about operator ownership and allows them to perform maintenance such as
“cleaning, lubricating, tightening, adjustment, inspection and readjustment” (p. 300). There is
specific training that will need to be conducted so that the operator has the proper knowledge to
identify room for improvements, but technical skills will not need to be required for the listed
procedures. Autonomy is important because it directly involves the worker with the machinery,
allowing them to suggest and implement small improvements that overtime remove waste and
improve quality.
Next, the second pillar, focused improvement is a process that encompasses a statistical
means to computing actual and potential failures. Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) and Ahuja and
Khamba (2008) suggest focused maintenance as the maintenance process of elimination of waste
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using the five why and FMEA tools. The goal of this approach is to minimize or eliminate any
potential undesired conditions from reoccurring. Continuing, the third pillar of the TPM is
planned maintenance, this approach’s role is to calculate and improve the longevity of the
equipment. By understanding when equipment will need maintenance, procedures can be put in
place so that regularly scheduled maintenance can be held prior to the equipment failing. Planned
maintenance focus on removing defects generated by equipment failures and unplanned line
downtime. Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) and Ahuja and Khamba (2008) conclude this is the
approach where planned maintenance check sheets are created and used, allowing line workers to
follow a list of hourly, daily or weekly checks to be performed.
Moving forward, the fourth pillar of the TPM structure is quality maintenance. It is in this
approach that controls are set within the operating parameters of the machines to ensure that the
equipment is in control and producing parts specified by the customer’s needs. Jain, Bhatti and
Singh (2014) and Ahuja and Khamba (2008) add that the goal is to achieve zero defects with the
usage of removing the root cause of issues and setting man, machine, material conditions (p.
300). The fifth pillar approach is education and training, which focuses on building the
workforce to have the skill set needed to work in a cross-functional operation allowing for
workers to work in multiple workstations and have the knowledge needed to run required PMs
on the equipment. Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) and Ahuja and Khamba (2008) also add that
statistical skills and leadership training will be added to increase interpersonal skills.
Safety, health and environment comprise the approach of the sixth pillar. This approach
focuses to eliminate any potential hazards that can be identified in the workspace. The seventh
pillar of TPM is the office TPM approach, in which management’s involvement is to ensure that
all necessary desires of the workforce are being met and maintained. This approach builds the
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culture of TPM and is a critical asset to the success of the lean program. Jain, Bhatti and Singh
(2014) and Ahuja and Khamba (2008) state that office TPM is utilized with “ improving synergy
between various business functions, removing procedural hassles and focusing on addressing
cost-related issues. This approach removes the boundaries that the workforce does not need to be
involved with. By management supporting the TPM program and removing unnecessary
bureaucracy, morale will be increase and the lean TPM system will continue to be successful.
The eighth and final pillar constructing the TPM paradigm is development management.
This approach focuses primarily on the implementation and continuous improvement efforts
based on TPM. Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) and Ahuja and Khamba (2008) provide the key
factors involving development management as “ applying 5S in office and working areas,
minimal problems and running in time on new equipment, utilizing learning from existing
systems to new systems maintenance improvement initiatives” (p. 300). In essence, development
management focuses on seamlessly fusing continuous maintenance operations together so that
systems operate at maximum efficiency when new or existing equipment is implemented or
reallocated throughout the organization. Development management removes the need for the
downtime of equipment through training and activities to familiarize workers with existing
systems and approaches. This approach provides the transparent approach of the lean TPM
methodology used in lean manufacturing organizations.
In addition to the eight pillars discussed constructing the TPM paradigm, 5S is a key lean
tool used as the foundation to the implementation to fortify all activities. 5S is a Lean Six Sigma
methodology introduced by the Japanese, focused on an approach to clean the workplace so that
wastes such as defects, excess inventory and unnecessary movement can be identified and
eliminated. Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize and Sustain are the key elements comprising
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the lean tools approach. To define what each subset of the 5S method is, the sort category is
defined first.
“Sort”, is used to identify items based on their value and the frequency of their usage. By
organizing the workplace in this manner, components such as tools and other maintenance items
can be identified and grouped together so that excessive movement is not necessary to put them
to use. Continuing with the second activity, Venkatesh (2015), defines the “set in order” portion
of 5S as “Each item has one place and only one place” (p. 8). This process allows for the sorted
and identified items to be placed close to equipment so that again excessive motion is not needed
to utilize the tools.
The third construct to the 5S approach is “shine”, which involves keeping the workspace
clean, orderly and organized. Shining also reduces hazardous work conditions such as trip
hazards and potentially hazardous chemicals. Venkatesh (2015) continues by stating that the
equipment is to be free of all running lubricants, scrap material or any other hazardous debris (p.
8). The fourth portion of 5S is “Standardize”, which takes the approach of an organization in
which decisions are made on the standard appearance of equipment and workspaces. This allows
for cross-training to be more effective and to identify areas of nonconformity. Venkatesh (2015),
adds, “ this standard is implemented for the whole organization and is tested and inspected
randomly through audits” (p. 8).The fifth and final segment of the 5S method is “Sustain”, which
entails being diligent with contributing to the previous four contributing sections of 5S and
cultivating an environment of continuous improvement. The “Sustain” portion is much like a
lifestyle, where dedication to the organization is realized through the following of working
procedures (Venkatesh, 2015).
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Concluding the discussion on TPM, 5S focuses directly on workplace organization
through standardized housekeeping practices. The eight pillars of TPM build on 5S to introduce
proper productive maintenance applications geared at eliminating defects, reducing downtime,
improving production cycle times and eliminating wastes from excess movements. TPM is an
organization-wide approach that allows employees to become involved with maintaining
equipment and making fast and efficient fixes to the equipment to reduce any undesired results.
Jain, Bhatti and Singh (2014) state that five total elements are to be gained from the
comprehensive approach of TPM, these include: maximizing equipment effectiveness,
establishes PM for the lifespan of equipment, creates cross-functional teams throughout the
organization, involves every employee in small group activities and harnesses teamwork to drive
equipment improvement objectives (p. 298). With the improvements listed, lean organizations
will continue to benefit from the TPM approach so that additional capital does not have to be
utilized in equipment replacement and large-scale process innovation activities.
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Culture
To ensure a successful lean environment that is continuously improving processes and
products, all while removing waste from every aspect of the organization, it is vital that the
culture of the organization is committed to upholding the workforce as the most valuable asset. If
the workforce feels they are not valued, efforts will not be placed throughout the organization to
drive waste out, thus causing a failure in the lean manufacturing approach. Van Der Merwe, Van
Dyk, & Coetzee (2013) provide that the success rate of lean manufacturing contributed to several
factors, one of the main factors being the human aspect (p. 79).
In addition to the workforce, upper management are also critical stakeholders in a lean
environment. It is their responsibility to encourage the culture of the organization and to cultivate
a humancentric organization. With the support of upper management to drive a nourishing
culture of waste reduction and human relations, lean manufacturing will succeed. A leading
example of successful management in a lean culture would be that of Toyota’s, with the creation
of the Toyota Production System. Taiichi Ohno, the creator of the TPS, has been successful due
to his diligence in understanding the importance of the human aspect, thus incorporating it into
the structure forming the first lean manufacturing model (Van Der Merwe, Van Dyk, & Coetzee,
2013).
Employee growth and involvement in process improvements have been described by
many to be the major motivating factors to a successful lean implementation. Angelis, Conti,
Cooper and Gill (2011) conducted research directly related to the worker commitment and the
success of lean philosophy within organizations, through the building of lean cultures. Their
work provided that workers desire to have greater involvement with the products and processes.
Indeed, they supported “improvement participation has the highest positive influence of the
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tested work practices” (Angelis, Conti, Cooper and Gill, 2011). The authors continue by
outlining increased commitment to lean practices by training opportunities and hands-on learning
activities.
Continuing, Angelis, Conti, Cooper and Gill (2011) discovered an increase in employee
commitment through, “Participation in improvement training programs because it offers workers
the opportunity to creatively solve production problems and devise product and process
improvements” (p. 571). By such practices of involving the workforce into the vision of the lean
culture, resistance is overcome through the building of employees and their skill sets. It is also
stated that workers show a strong positive link between support and fairness in daily activities,
while downsizing activities as a result of lean implementation are noted as unfair in the eyes of
the workforce (Angelis, Conti, Cooper and Gill, 2011). This information supports that
reallocation of human capital must be built into the lean plan so that employee morale is not
negatively affected.
Management’s role in lean manufacturing, as stated above is a critical driving factor in
the success of lean organizations. Management is responsible for creating the vision of the
organization and upholding the culture, so that lean methodologies flourish in every aspect of the
organization. Therefore, providing the workforce with proper training to be successful in a
changing work environment must be achieved. Begam, Sekkizhar, and Swamynathan (2014)
highlight, “The major reasons for the low level of lean management were anxiety in changing the
attitude of workers, lack of awareness, and training about the lean management concepts
involved in lean implementation” (p. 40). Management has to lead lean initiatives so that the
entire company will be successful in sustaining a lean philosophy.
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Angelis, Conti, Cooper and Gill (2011) address that management is also responsible for
“managing the four psychological states experienced by workers: meaningfulness, responsibility
and knowledge of work; and self-efficacy or experienced job competence” (p. 579). They are
also to address situations workers will address such as work autonomy. Furthermore, it is noted
by Angelis, Conti, Cooper and Gill (2011) that managers “must ensure that particular attention
and emphasis is placed on employee attitude for worker selection and job task allocation to be
successful is process design” (p. 579). Not all employees will be able to self-guide and to
immediate themselves to subsequent tasks without direct supervision or grouping within
specified teams. This will hinder the ability of a true lean facility if not remedied properly.
To further qualify the critical nature of management, communication and the human
resource factor associated with the workforce in a successful lean culture, Anholon and Sano
(2015) conducted a review of critical processes related to lean manufacturing implementation
using project management guidelines. Anholon and Sano, used multidimensional scaling,
exploratory factor analysis and descriptive statistics to uncover areas that typically fail during
lean implementation (p. 2247). To begin, the authors discuss the old Taylor-Ford model of
manufacturing that focused on mass production and then briefly described lean manufacturing
“as a philosophy of concepts based on improvements of continuous flow manufacturing,
customer-driven production, flexibility, waste elimination, zero defects, visual management and
safe and orderly working environment” (Womack, 2004, Anholon and Sano, 2015).
Continuing, Anholon and Sano address two objectives; firstly, a literature review to
support project management and lean implementation, secondly, to conduct a questionnaire of
professionals to validate critical processes related to lean implementation. Project management is
further defined and PMBok, the project management book of knowledge, is detailed to represent
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five specific phases for successful implementation. The questionnaires sent, focused on
interviewing the professionals by asking them to evaluate lean manufacturing environments they
had been involved in over the last three years. They rated the adhesion of the environment on a
zero through one hundred percent scale using increments of twenty (Anholon and Sano, 2015).
Statistical methods are covered in further detail and the data is placed into the Euclidean
distance model. What the authors recorded were areas of lowest efficiency rates, these included:
planning and management, response planning and risk control (p. 2254). Anholn and Sano
report, “The most critical processes in the implementation of lean manufacturing were found to
be the areas of acquisitions management, stakeholder management, communication management,
human resource management and risk management. The authors conclude, “it can be stated that
the assumption was confirmed, since the investigated literature and data gathering pinpointed
management integration to lean manufacturing as a critical factor” (Anholon and Sano, 2015).
Anholon and Sano’s research further suggest that management plays a vast role in the
stabilization of a lean culture. While their research also assisted in providing that human
resources are a key factor in a competent lean culture. Success rates of lean within organizations
are directly proportionate to the support of management to successfully implement lean into the
culture. To continue on lean culture and key factors relating to organizational success within
industry, focus is placed on an organization that has continuously evolved using lean
manufacturing and key cultural practices to drive the success of a lean environment. The Toyota
Production System is the main framework of Toyota’s core practices as a lean facility. At the
very foundation of this model, is The Toyota Way, and is described by Coetzee, van der Merwe
and van Dyk as the cultural approach to Toyota’s production system (p. 82).
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The Toyota Way paradigm could be noted as the most important factor relating to the
success of Toyota’s continuous lean success by means of the human resource element. The
Toyota Way aids in the foundation of lean manufacturing because “ it is a mindset that explains
how thoughts and actions guide people to interact with each other on a daily basis” (Coetzee, van
der Merwe and van Dyk, 2016). To expand on this thought, only a culture that is robust in human
resource involvement will have the capabilities to involve all sectors of the organization in a
continuous decision-making process. One of the two pillars of the Toyota Way model is “respect
for people” which fosters employee involvement is stated to have two been built on two
fundamental factors, respect and teamwork. Coetzee, van der Merwe and van Dyk (2016)
emphasize, “Respect each other, make every effort to understand each other, take responsibility,
and build mutual trust. While teamwork stimulates personal and professional growth, share the
opportunities of development, and maximize individual and team performance” (p. 83).
Ciarniene and Vienazindiene (2012) continue by stating “A lean culture seeks to motivate
workers to participate and even initiate lean initiatives” ( p. 731). These two factors are only
successful, however, when management leads by example and extends the companies vision
throughout the organization, as seen in the Toyota Way Model.
Looking closer at the Toyota Way model’s cultural approach to structuring of the
organization, fourteen critical principles are established to conform to the thought process
required by all individuals to practice. Coetzee, van der Merwe and van Dyk (2016) list the
following fourteen principles that comprise both pillars of the model, “for continuous
improvement: long term philosophy, create flow, use a pull system, level out the workload, stop
and fix the problem, standardize tasks, visual controls, tested technology, continual
organizational learning.” The authors continue with respect for people, listing the five remaining
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principles as: “ go and see to understand the issue, make decisions slowly by consensus, grow
leaders and live the philosophy, grow suppliers and respect, challenge and develop your people
and teams” (p. 83). The first ten principles listed have been covered through preceding sections
of this paper (lean tools), providing insight on the technical aspects of prominent lean tools used
to reduce waste and increase profit. While the subsequent five principles have been addressed
under a cultural perspective to look at the continual building of the human resource element.
Tying the continuous improvement techniques into a harmonistic cultural approach with
the assistance of respect for people is at the foremost for the success of Toyota (Figure 7). Within
the respect for people pillar, it is found that, “through the problem-solving process that true
respect is shown” (Coetzee, van der Merwe and van Dyk , 2016). This is to suggest, that trusting
that employees, given the proper training and support, will address problems they encounter on a
daily basis and will drive change. But, the trust aspect has to be established so that they feel they
are truly apricated and their input is of importance. Therefore, motivating employees in the
problem-solving process is overcome by leadership and involvement from management. Toyota
has accomplished this by a series of techniques addressed by Womach (2002) and Coetzee, van
der Merwe and van Dyk (2016):
“Manager(s) will ask the employee(s) what the problem is that they are experiencing. A
dialogue will follow to determine the true problem (not just the surface problem). The
possible root cause will be discussed after the worker has gathered sufficient evidence by
means of the genchi genbutsu principle. The employee is given the opportunity to make
suggestions about solving the problem and to explain the reason for the chosen solution.
Employees are also required to make suggestions about the best indicators of when the
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problem is solved. Finally, after the agreement is reached on the most appropriate
measure of success, the employees set out to implement the solution.”

Figure 7. Toyota’s Adaptive Approach to Lean. (Azuan and Ahmad, 2013).
It is evident that Toyota has cultivated an environment that has successfully harnessed a
holistic approach to problem-solving through the eyes of the organization that see the problem
first hand. The employee’s involvement is vital in maintain trust and respect to further the
cultural morale. Although management may feel they are experts in the process or product of
discussion, it is the employee that has the true knowledge, the ability to make the most
improvements when their suggestions are recognized and tested. In fact, “By following this
process, respect is shown to the employee. The manager admits that he/she cannot solve the
problem alone, since he/she is not close enough to the problem to know all the facts” (Coetzee,
van der Merwe and van Dyk, 2016). Organizational performance and the foundation of the
culture is a direct consequence of employee-involved problem-solving activities. Toyota is a
perfect example of an organization that focuses on the human resource factor, while other
organizations have fallen short of implementing a culture to sustain such activities. In addition to
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the TPS and Toyota Way model, a discussion will be held on Boeing and their experiences in
lean manufacturing implementation.
The Boeing Company, is an Aerospace manufacturer that specializes in civilian air travel
equipment as well as military-based equipment. Leitner (2005) states that Boeing established its
foundation in airplane manufacturing with the building of the B-17 in World War II, providing
this machine for the United States military (p. 1). At this time, Boeing was considerably lean due
to the limited resources available as well as a highly competitive workforce. Leitner provided
that additional space limitations resulted in the elimination of excess inventory while the need for
subassembly kitting was implemented due to a significantly untrained workforce (Leitner, 2005).
The components of the environment drove Boeing to be lean by virtue of the constraints
experienced by a world at war. Continuing decades after the end of World War II, in the 1970’s,
Boeing was still harnessing improvements contributed by lean manufacturing, such as Quality
Circles which were introduced by the usage of continuous improvement methodologies
(Venables, 2005).
By the early 1990’s, according to Venables, Boeing rolled out the 737 next generation
and faced a cultural roadblock when completing a comprehensive innovation of the assembly
line (p. 29). Formerly, the production of airplanes was in a slanted stationary fashion, once the
innovation took place, through what Venables describes as Boeing’s 9-Tactics to lean, airplane
manufacturing took on a nose-to-tail production flow (Venables, 2005). This allowed the
airplanes to mimic the single-piece flow of auto manufacturers. Although this advancement leads
to decreased production times, the changes were not fully trusted by employees throughout the
organization causing backlash in the company. Venables recalls that “the perfect storm” took
place in the 1990’s when they had cultural and component issues relating to the implementation
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of the lean manufacturing movement (p. 28). He states that the greatest issue was overcoming the
skepticism and involving all stakeholders into the decision-making and communication process
(Venables, 2005, p. 30).
The cultural impact of the process innovation led to laziness within management and the
workforce as well as reductions in productivity that nearly bankrupted Boeing. Loss in market
share due to the inability to meet market demands also compromised market share and forced
customers to Boeings greatest competitor, Airbus (Venables, 2005). Venables recalls that culture
was indicated to be the point of focus and that it will be to the success of the organization to
focus on. He continues by highlighting, “Achieving buy-in from all stakeholders is something
that many lean implementations have struggled to sustain, but a factor that is vital to its ultimate
success” (Venables, 2005).
To address the cultural issue and neglect to change, various training and process
monitoring practices took place in Japan at several auto manufacturers that successfully
implemented lean manufacturing (Venables, 2005 and Leitner, 2005). Here, key management
personnel and other stakeholders spent many hours training to implement lean practices
successfully. Venables notes, “It first started at a corporate board level, there had to he
commitment to get it started, getting a lot of the senior executives trained” (p. 28). In addition to
the training that Boeing underwent, Leitner (2005) states, “The first Shingijutsu Japan Kaizen
seminar Boeing attended occurred in 1995. Boeing managers traveled to Japan once more, this
time to study Toyota’s production system (TPS). Most manufacturing companies recognized that
TPS is the most elegant model of performance and growth” (p. 3). These seminars were
successful in allowing successful implementation of kaizen and Six Sigma into the walls of the
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Boeing organization that led to continuous improvements and advanced training mechanisms for
the workforce.
Building on the cultural foundations of the TPS, Boeing was instrumental in creating a
house-like structure similar to the Toyota Production System (Figure 8). According to Leitner
(2005), the Boeing Production System (BPS) house structure was introduced in 2000 and was
revised for its final release in 2003. The final release emphasized people before everything in the
starting of the cultural process. The structure also has a base of 5S and safety that are geared
toward workplace organization and the safety of associates, both of which build morale. In
addition to the BPS, one of the implementations which are human-centric is management’s
encouragement to the workforce to become involved in the problem-solving process. This
encourages employees to visualize change when issues occur and to not feel suppressed when
they have solutions to offer. In fact, Boeing strategically created “Moonshine Shops” for
employees to groupthink. Venables (2005) describes Moonshine shops as “innovation think
tanks that take employees off line to brainstorm production improvements, many of which are
immediately implemented on the line” (p. 31).
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Figure 8. BPS Identifying People as Critical Cultural Aspect. (Leitner, 2005).
With Boeing not only encouraging worker engagement into the continuous improvement
process, but actually implementing their change suggestions, the morale of the culture is greatly
increased to harness a culture that supports lean methodologies and change involvement. Boeing
established significant gains through the application and execution of an improved cultural
approach to lean manufacturing. Leitner (2005) summarized gains recognized since the lean
practices have been launched: “employees reduced inventory levels by $1 billion, they reduced
factory cycle time 46%, stores inventory 59%, work-in-progress inventory 55%, and factory
footprint 21% and they reduced manufacturing time by 60% and floor space by more than 50%”
(p. 8). All of the gains realized are due to the lean methodologies institutionalized by Boeing, but
it is management’s commitment to the vision of the culture and commitment to the works that
proved to make the lean implementation successful. A final key take away that Leitner offered
toward the success of lean practices in a culture is that “even if you think you have
institutionalized something, if leadership backs off its support, the workforce backs off and that
success with lean is largely due to the personalities of the leaders” (p. 8).
It can now be stated that the success of an organization to effectively implement and
evolve their lean methodologies greatly depends on the culture and the relationship of
management and the workforce. The above information has provided that without the ability for
upper management to firstly convey the vision of the culture to the workforce, and secondly to
provide adequate training, resources and opportunities for improvement by the workforce,
employees will reject the change required to successfully operate under lean philosophies. Jones
et al. (1999) provided similar results on their research to lean enterprises within service
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industries. In their research, it is made apparent that the cultural approach to lean practices is not
specific to manufacturing operations.
Jones et al. (1999) as stated above, compared a lean and non-lean communications
service organization. In their research, they discussed what key lean implementation of a strong
culture looked like. It is noted that Jones et al. (1999) describes the target culture of a lean
organization as, “ a culture of trust and empowerment, rather than command and control” (p. 1).
These findings are comparable to that of those within organizations such as Toyota and Boeing
that have successfully implemented lean principles. The authors continue by stating that
organizations should not try to entice employees toward success by holding rewards over their
heads, rather, they should convey the vision of lean and optimize the system so that employees
will be successful (Jones et al., 1999).
Comparing the lean and non-lean organizations, Jones et al. (1999) uncover that the
organization that was non-lean has a cultural issue at the root of the system. They stated, “As
with the non-lean manufacturer, there is a command and control culture and decisions are made
by managers in isolation (Jones et al., 1999). They continued that extended call times, noncohesive systems, miss communication and incorrect planning of resources were a result of the
cultural dilemma (p. 3). The failing culture by management and the lack of buy-in from the
service force has caused employees to lack in specific training to improve systems and report
when systems are failing.
Progressing with the lean organization, Jones et al. (1999) reported “there is a culture of
trust and everyone is involved in decision-making and continuous improvement activities. Thus,
the involvement of employees leads to pride of ownership, which acts as a motivator” (p. 3). The
lean communication system as described by the authors is one that communicates well, has
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created a pull-style process, is customer-focused, all employees have a good understanding of the
entire process and the capacity of the process is understood (Jones et al. 1999). It is concluded in
the findings that a lean communication service can expect to improve services through
communication and flexibility, improve customer satisfaction and reduce operating costs (p. 14).
The listed improvements, however, are achieved when the culture harnesses the ability to involve
both management and the workforce into the waste elimination and continuous improvement
process.
The culture of a lean organization has proven to be the fundamental element to a cohesive
and successful philosophy aimed at reducing wastes throughout organizations. Strong cultures
will cultivate an environment where management’s vision is to grow the company through waste
reduction and process improvements by the utilization of the central workforce. This means
every senior executive has to have full commitment to a lean approach and has to value the
suggestions that the workforce has to offer. If there is not support from upper management, the
approach will fail and resources will be wasted on ineffective improvements.
In exchange, the culture has to encourage the workforce to be engaged in identifying
improvements in their daily routines. Training and proper education are critical in a culture that
harnesses lean methodologies. The workforce will need the tools to be able to detect and offer
solutions so that improvements are realized. The cyclical approach of lean manufacturing
through continuous improvement activities forces the lean culture to strive to always improve the
workforce to pursue true perfection of the processes, service and product offered. It is through
the employees that deal with the process on a daily basis that the most benefit will be observed in
a lean environment.
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Conclusions
Lean manufacturing has a foundation that has revolutionized the way products and
services are provided to customers throughout the world. Focus on waste elimination and process
improvements have become very popular since their introduction in the early twentieth century,
spreading from the “Eastern” manufacturers such as Toyota to the “Western” manufacturers such
as Ford, General Motors and Chrysler. As provided, these practices are not limited to any
specific service or product and many approaches can be combined in various applications to
become even more successful. Key methods of lean manufacturing have been discussed that lay
the framework for a superior approach geared to reduce waste and improve processes.
Value Stream Mapping was listed as the ideal tool for a lean organization to map the
entire value stream while identifying the customers’ requirements. This development allowed for
process design improvements and additional waste reductions. Just-in-Time production was
recognized as an integrated lean method that streamlined processes while reducing batch size.
JIT reduces the need for excess inventory and provided the appropriate amount of product just in
time as desired by the customer. Lean Six Sigma is outlined as the lean statistical methodology
used to reduce variation while improving the quality of the product or service. Methods within
Six Sigma included the DMAIC process which are identified in the holistic approach to address a
specific issue within a procedure and bring it back into control with the use of statistical and
process monitoring tools. Kaizen was discussed as the lean method of continuous improvement
through the usage of building the workforce in conjunction with training to address smaller
incremental issues that tend to arise. Teams of employees and key leaders throughout the
organization take place in kaizen events to focus on continual improvement practices. Total
Productive Maintenance (TPM) was identified as a holistic approach of an organization to train
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employees and identify areas of improvement through maintenance practices. TPM proved to be
valuable in reducing defects and nearly eliminating machine downtime in assembly line
processes to further streamline the lean manufacturing approach. Ending discussions, the
importance of culture relating to the implementation and success of a lean organization was held.
Here the evidence was provided that management and the roles of the workforce alike are both
extremely valuable in continuous improvement efforts when cultivating a lean environment. If
management does not convey the vision of lean across the organization and include the
workforce in decision-making and problem-solving activities, lean methodologies will likely be
hindered.
All of the listed lean methods support the improvements that are to be harnessed through
the application of lean manufacturing which is specifically created to reduce waste, improve
efficiencies, create an environment of continuous improvement, reduction of overhead costs and
improved customer satisfaction. This results in a superior manufacturing philosophy that will
give organizations the competitive advantage needed to be successful in the ever-evolving
market of the twenty-first century. Due to the dynamic nature of manufacturing and the growing
need to reduce overhead costs, it is vital for organizations to take a lean approach if at all means
possible.
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